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Feature  Individual  Team 

Daily     

    Topic-Based Discussion Threads     

    Customized Groups for Focused Discussions     

Weekly     

     Chat with a Verdunity Team Member     

     Email Digest     

     Blogs     

Monthly     

     2 Hours of Consultation with the Verdunity Team   
 

     Go Cultivate! Podcast     

     Live Q&A Webinars with Podcast Guests*     

     “Deep Dive” Topics and Related Resources*     



     “Are We Doing This Right?” Special Edition Podcasts*      

     Scheduled Live Chats     

     Q&A Column     

Quarterly     

     Book Club & Related Discussions*     

    Webinars*     

     Featured Members & Projects*     

Annually     

     Interactive Education Session*   
 

     Annual Conference*     

     Mentoring Program*     

Biennially     

      Legislative Action & Analysis*   
 

Ongoing     

Customized Push Notifications   
 



     On-Demand Training*      

     Messaging Guides*     

     Community Cultivator Network Ambassador Rewards     

     Online Workshops & Courses*     

     In-Person Networking & Educational Events*     

     White Papers*     

     Exclusive Videos*     

     Image/Article Library*     

     Onboarding     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Topic-Based Discussion Threads - Using the Community Cultivators network, as a member you can follow/participate in topic-based 
discussion threads, or start your own! 
 
Customized Groups for Focused Discussions - Chat with the entire network, or we will help you focus your discussions by creating 
customized groups. Want to talk with other elected officials? Prefer to kick around an idea with city managers in similar sized cities or a 
specific part of the state? Looking to confer with someone specific whose work you’ve been following? Any and all of these can be 
accomplished through our online network.  
 
Customized Push Notifications - The beauty of the Community Cultivators network is that you’ll never have to worry about missing 
content. Whether your preference is to access from your laptop or from your phone using our app, notifications are easily customized so 
you can monitor your responses, jump into a conversation, or see what we’re up to. 
 
Chat with a Verdunity Team Member - Our network allows you to see when someone is online, and Verdunity team members will 
periodically be spending time in the network and happy to chat with you about anything you desire. 
 
Email Digest - It’s impossible to find the time to stay well-read on all the latest events and news, much less distinguish between the 
quality of sources that are out there. Let us help! Every week, you’ll have delivered right to your inbox the articles, resources, blogs, and 
announcements we have scoured the web to find for you. With our roundup of the week’s news, research, unique perspectives, and 
items that you may have missed, you’ll be up to speed in no time and with minimal effort.  
 
Blogs - If you’re familiar with us, you definitely know our blog posts. We want to build on that success by bringing you more frequent 
posts from the Verdunity team, paired with blogs from our network members. From highlighting projects to asking important questions, 
the diversity of voices you’ll see are an added value, giving you a wealth of perspectives and insights. 
 
2 Hours of Consultation with the Verdunity Team - Have a project you’re considering? An upcoming presentation for which you want the 
messaging to be right? Need some general advice about how to get started with transformation in your community? Need an infographic 
or fact sheet to convey information? We’re here for you. A video chat or conference call with our team, or a brief description of what you 
need prepared gets us started on helping you accomplish your goals.  Note: hours must be used before the last day of each month and do 
not carry over. 
 
Go Cultivate! Podcast - The podcast that put us on the map! We’re ramping up to make this bigger than ever, bringing you even more 
insights from thought leaders and change agents, information and food for thought that prepares you to transform yourself and your 
community.  
 
Podcast Guest Q&A Webinars - We know from the first season of doing Go Cultivate! that people want to hear more – and an hour is a 
limited amount of time. That’s why we’re working to bring Network members live Q&As with podcast guests shortly following the release 
of those episodes. 



 
“Deep Dive” Topics and Related Resources - A monthly topic we delve into in detail, utilizing our Special Edition podcast, blog, and 
message boards to facilitate discussion. We’ll also provide a curated list of additional resources and reading so you can have access to all 
the best information, as well as the divergent views to give you all perspectives. 
 
“Are We Doing This Right?” Special Edition Podcasts - This edition of our Go Cultivate! Podcast takes an issue and gives you the 
breakdown on it, as well as asking the crucial question for leaders of change, “are we doing this right?” We’ll give you a multi-faceted 
answer, and make sure you’re feeling like a well-read scholar on the matter by the end of each episode.  
 
Scheduled Live Chats - Just as it sounds, these are pre-scheduled chats facilitated by a Verdooner. 60-90 minutes in length, it’s a great 
opportunity to let technology enhance our interpersonal communications and have important discussions (and debates!) in real time. 
 
Q&A Column - Remember the advice column, where someone really smart answered anonymous questions with responses we were 
both entertained and informed by? We understand that group learning is sometimes best, and our goal is to provide answers and useful 
information, so we will be putting out a monthly Q&A column that features some of your questions (and other questions we hear 
frequently) and our answers to those.  
 
Book Club & Related Discussions - There’s a well known saying that “leaders are readers”. Reading is fundamental to keeping up with 
proven and emerging ideas. We know making time to read can be a lot, on top of your job and personal lives, so we intend to make it 
engaging and productive. We’ll kick off each book (ultimately chosen by a poll of our network members) with a reading guide, and 
supplement it with special podcasts and live chats, as well as “any time” discussion threads to facilitate the experience and help you get 
the most out of the book. We’ll end each read with a webinar covering the key takeaways and discuss how you can apply them to your 
work and community. Topics will range from leadership to technical reads, sociology/cultural books to emerging trends. 
 
Webinars - Virtual training is convenient and inexpensive, while still allowing engagement. We’re committed to regularly putting together 
webinars on trends, approaches, case studies, and updates our members can benefit from. Unlike other networks, however, we also plan 
on customizing these webinars for subsets of our members. Rural and urban communities demand different approaches, regional identity 
can require nuance, and member roles are varied. Rather than a “one size fits all approach”, we’re taking the approach of providing 
something for everyone. 
 
Featured Members & Projects - Recognizing great work when it happens is crucial to advancing our cause of transforming communities. 
As such, we want to spread the word through featuring key members and projects occurring within our network that are doing important  
things to move their communities toward equity, sustainability, responsibility, and compassion. Even better, as a network member, you’ll 
have access to these gamechangers and learn how they’re achieving more. 
 
Interactive Education Session - As a thank you from us for signing up, we’ll let you pick from a group of topics what is initially most 



relevant to your struggle, and deliver an interactive session to you and your team on the selected subject. Roughly 90 minutes start to 
finish, it’s a great jumping off point for your year’s journey as a cultivator! 
 
Annual Conference - The reception for our current workshops and conference sessions have been so great that we are excited to build on 
that and create an annual conference. Registrants will be connected via our network before the conference, and after. No more saving 
stacks of business cards and sending out those awkward “stay in touch” emails - we’ve got you covered! Not available? Not a problem! A 
virtual attendance option gives you the choice to participate however it works best for you. 
 
M&M (Mentoring & Mastermind)Program - It’s tough to create change on your own, and mentoring is part of every successful individual’s 
development. Finding a mentor is awkward, and many such programs lack true facilitation. Whether it is one-on-one mentoring you’re 
looking for, or a group “mastermind” experience, we have the solution. Using our network to facilitate these, we are committed to a fun 
and fresh approach. 
 
Legislative Action & Analysis - In Texas, our legislative sessions are known for their overwhelming volume and uncertainty. Often, local 
governments are left unaware of what’s transpired, or unsure of how or why they should be involved. After the fact, ordinances and 
policies remain out of compliance until tested - largely because of a lack of adequate guidance on next steps. We will be following the 
legislative session, and itemizing changes you need to be informed about. Even better, not only will we help you understand how to be 
compliant, but how to do it in a way that fits into the types of resilient communities we are working together to build and protect. 
 
On-Demand Training - Access to our training library, containing past webinars, videos, Q&As, and guides - 24 hours a day, 365 days a 
year, at no additional charge. 
 
Messaging Guides - Change is hard, and convincing others that change is needed (or of how to accomplish it) requires purposeful and 
dynamic messaging. Fear not - we’re going to help you get there by providing key points to getting the message across on a variety of 
subjects. Not only that, our guides will help you understand how to tailor your message - to elected/appointed officials, to the public, to 
city staff, and more. You’ll be speaking the language in no time! 
 
Community Cultivators Network Ambassador Rewards - The network only gets better with a diverse membership that grows over time, 
and we want to reward members who are spreading the word! For every member you refer that joins the network, you’ll get 20% off your 
next annual membership renewal - five new members makes it free! 
 
Online Workshops & Courses - We know that time, affordability, and convenience are part of what makes ongoing learning a challenge. 
With our workshops and courses, those barriers no longer apply.  Our reasonably-priced resources will arm you with the knowledge you 
need to cultivate change at a low cost, and a team membership will guarantee you access to one workshop or course for free each year. 
In each, we will walk you through not only the “what” and “why”, we will show you the piece that is usually missing - the “how”! 
 
In-Person Networking & Educational Events - Networking is highly underrated. In our efforts to provide support for leaders in local 
government, we will build on our current workshop approach to create in-person events that give socialization with like-minded 



professionals the focus it deserves, in association with offering an educational component that - unlike the typical lecture-style 
conference events - motivate you to return home and get started right away. We believe that connecting people and helping them build 
relationships gives our members the highest rate of success. Better yet, our members will receive discounted admission to these events! 
 
White Papers - Anyone can have an opinion, but it takes effort to lay out an argument based on research, correlations, and facts. Our 
members no doubt wonder about the correlation between things like paid parking and business performance, or housing affordability and 
design standards. No matter the topic, we will be flexing our research and analysis muscles and providing members with thoughtful and 
concise information on complex issues, presented in the context of the Verdunity philosophy. 
 
Exclusive Videos - Tired of reading and need a quick distraction? Our videos are the way to go. Informative and entertaining, we’ll show 
you on-the-ground examples, dole out some food for thought, give some Q&A, and let you know what we’re working on next.  
 
Onboarding - Upon joining the network, you’ll have access to our welcome page, providing onboarding and a tour of the services 
available to you as a member.    



 


